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1. ORGANIZATION OF PLASMATIC MATTER
FROM FREE ORGONE ENERGY.

In the following, I would like to report
on an experimental result which owes its
discovery to an "accident." It was one of
those accidents which are wont to happen
in the course of systematic experimental
work and which, on closer examination,
are shown to be logical results of the experimental thought and work process.
For several years, I had observed earth
bion preparations which 1 kept alive by
replenishing the water regularly. I noticed
the development of small, rapidly moving
living forms of the shape of a bean or of
the head of a spermatozoon; in some preparations these appeared after a few months,
in others only after years. It was possible
clearly to observe the development of these
living forms from strongly radiating and
slowly pulsating bions. As we know, such
living forms do not derive from the air.
First, they are not found in air dust;
second, they cannot be obtained by air infection; and third, their appearance in the
non-sterile earth bion preparations only
after months or years confirms their organi-

zation from the preparations themselves.
Furthermore, autoclaved preparations kept
under sterile conditions resulted in the
same living forms.
In December, 1944, we acquired an apparatus for the quantitative measurement
of fluorescence in fluids. The work with
this apparatus was based on the following
considerations:
Earlier experiments had shown that the
orgone energy is capable of luminating.
It was to be assumed that fluids with a
higher orgonotic potency, that is, containing more orgone energy, would more
strongly luminate than fluids with a weaker
orgonotic potency. Correspondingly, the
intensity of fluorescence in fluids could be
regarded as an expression of lumination.
As a working hypothesis, the degree of
fluorescence was taken as the measure of
orgonotic potency. These assumptions were
fully confirmed in the course of the experiment and led to practical experimental
results.
The fluorometric intensity, that is, the
orgonotic potency, of the fluid which, for
months or years, had contained earth bions,
was much higher than that of ordinary
water. We then set out to investigate

* Translated from the manuscript by the Editor.
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changes in orgonotic potency as they occur
under diverse conditions. We put earth
bion water of known fluorometric intensity
into sealed ampoules which we placed in
different localities. Some ampoules we left
for several weeks in the laboratory room
itself, others in a small triple accumulator,
others in the Xray room, still others in the
open air or buried in the sofi. Our intention was merely that of repeating the
fluorometric measurements after some
time. After three weeks we noticed that the
ampoules which had been in the open air
and in which the water had frozen contained, after thawing, dense flakes. The accident consisted in the fact that at the very
moment when we were about to throw
away these ampoules as "contaminated" I
had the idea of examining these flakes
microscopically. To my greatest surprise,
these flakes—which had developed in an
absolutely clear, carefully filtrated fluid free
of particles—were revealed as very strongly
radiating bionous particles. At a magnification of 3000x, contracting and expanding
bions could be seen, forms with which we
are quite familiar. We repeated the experiment of filtrating and freezing clear
bion water until there was no longer any
doubt that we were dealing with a process
in which free orgone energy in water, i.e.,
orgone energy not connected with bionous
matter, hecomes organized into plasmatic
living substance with all the criteria of lif e.
In the following, I shall limit myself to
a presentation of the technique of this "Experiment XX" and of the established facts.
For the time being, I shall refrain from discussing the theoretical framework in which
these facts—which are of extreme importance-belong. These facts become comprehensible only if one examines them in
the total context of the orgone-physical
function; this will be done elsewhere. It
must be pointed out here, however, what
progress this experiment constitutes in the
preparation of bions, that is, viable orgone
energy vesicles. To summarize:

i. Between 1936 and 1945, bions were prepared exclusively from matter already organized (humus, grass, iron, sand, coal,
etc.). The progress made by Experiment
XX consists in the fact that now orgone
energy vesicles, with all the criteria of living matter, can be obtained not from
already organized matter, but from free
orgone energy. This we may call primary
bion formation in contradistinction to
secondary bion formation from already
organized matter. The significance of this
distinction for the concept of biogenesis
and for biochemical processes will be discussed elsewhere.
2. A further progress represented by Experiment XX consists in the fact that it
provides a new and incontrovertible proof
for the life-specific nature of the orgone
energy.
1I. THE PROCFSS OF THE BION WATER
EXPERIMENT XL*
A.

THE

FLUOROPHOTOMETRIC DEMONSTRATION

OF THE ORGONE IN EARTH BION WATER

i. Ordinary garden soil is put through a
screen and thus cleaned of stones, clumps,
etc. If water is added to the screened soil,
microscopic examination fails to reveal any
kind of motion.
2. We examine distilled water and tap
water fluorophotometrically. If we take
the fluorophotometric value of distilled
water as I, salt-contairáng, that is, spring or
tap water, is shown to have a value of 3 to
4, measured in Forest Hills, N.
The
fluorophotometric value of the fluid is its
"orgonotic potency." The galvanometer
connected with the fluorophotometer has
a scale with no equal divisions. The
orgonotic potency of the fluid to be
measured is a multiple of the orgonotic
potency of distilled water. The following
table shows the values of orgonotic potency
(OP) in various fluids:
Protocol started Januar), 2, 1945, conduded
May 26, 1945, notarized March 3, 1945.
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Fluid
OP
Whi te sugar
(saturated solution)
9
Brown sugar
(saturated solution)
13
Maple syrup
27
Dextri-MaItose
(saturated solution)
41
Honey
73
Orange juice
7
Milk (pasteurized)
55
Milk (not pasteurized)
mo+
Egg-white
25
Tea
2
Whiskey (blended)
Distilled water
Rain water
1
Tap water
4
Sea water
8
NaC1 (physiol. sol.)
4
KC1 (o.i normal)
2
CaCl2 (o.' normal)
2.5
Ringer's solution
1.5
HC1 (eu normal)
NaOH (o.' normal)
2
HgC12 (disinfectant)
3.5
Alcohol (95%)
3
Culture broth
45
50% broth, 50% KC1
6o
Sand in H2 O, filtered
1
Iron filings in H2O, filtered
Charcoal powder in H2O,
filtered
7
Earth in F120, filtered
, 8
Earth bions
50 (average)
Grass in H2O, after development of bions and protozoa, filtered
13
Urine
43
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yellow colar of varying intensity. The
fluorophotometric measurement of the
orgonotic potency (OP) is made immediately after the boiling and filtration.
Its values vary between about 3o and 6o
and average about 45. In other words, the
orgonotic lumination of the bion water is,
on the average, 45 times stronger than hefere the boiling process. The galvanometer
indicates the reaction of the photoelectric
cell which is hit by the fluorescence light;
consequently, an increase of the fluorophotometric value of the water after the boiling
of the soil indicates a higher energy content of the fluid. This can be given in
micro-amperes. However, the value in
micro-amperes which we rcad at the
galvanometer is not the real measure of
the orgonotic lumination; it is merely a
measure of the excitation of the photoelectric cell which is transformed into electrical
energy. As I have shown elsewhere, the
electric units of measurement indicate only
an infinitesimal fraction of Me actual
energy values of the orgone.
5. Only at first sight does it seem astounding that boiled bion water shows
energy values in the range of those of organic fluids such as houillon, milk or vitamius. On giving the matter some thought,
one finds that the result is logical and
matter-of-course:
The boiling changed the matter of the
soil into motile bionous matter. Energy becarne liberated from the matter. This is
clearly shown by microscopic examination: before boiling, the particles of the
soa exhibited no motion, while after boiling the orgone energy vesicles show an
inner motion, contractility and slow pulsa3. The screened garden soil is boiled for tion. In the process of boiling, not only
an hour in distilled ar ordinary water, or were the soil particles changed into bions
autoclaved for half an hour (at 120°C. and and energy was liberated in the particles;
15 lbs. pressure).
more than that: Mis energy also got into
4. The water is fikrated from the boiled Me water, for water attracts orgone (and
soil. This clear fluid we call bion water. vice versa). In this manner, the orgonotic
In contradistinction to the original water, potency of the water is increased from its
which was colorless, this always shows a original value to that of biochemical fluids
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of high orgonotic potency.
6. Experiente shows that in the boiled
bion water rot bacteria develop, even if air
is immediately excluded. For this reason,
we started to autoclave it for 30 minutes at
120°C. and r5 lbs. pressure. This procedure
usually lowers the OP some 5 to 8 points,
but in the course of the next 24 or 48 hours
it rises again to the original levei. The autoclaved bion water is kept in carefully
sterilized flasks or in sealed ampoules
which are put in the refrigerator.
B. THE ORGANIZATION OF BIONOUS AND PLASMA= MATTER FROM THE ORGONE ENERGY
IN THE BION WATER

Bion water of high OP, completely free
of particles and sterile, is placed into vials
or test tubes two days after boiling or autoclavation. The vials are sealed off, the test
tubes stoppered with sterile cotton stoppers.
We divide the tubes into three groups.
Group A is placed in a triple orgone accumulator of I cubic foot; Group B is left
standing in the laboratory; Group C is
placed into the freezing compartment of
the refrigerator. As controls we use three
groups of tubes with plain sterile water
which are placed in the same way.
Two to eight days after the freezing, we
thaw out Group C. Before the thawing out,
we are struck by the fact that the yellow
color of the bion water has become concentrated in the center of the ice in a dense,
brownish-yellow spot. The surrounding
peripheral ice is completely clear. Immediately after the thawing of the ice, one
notices whitish and brownish flakes in the
previously clear fluid. These flakes have a
macroscopic size of about I to 5 mm.
length and about r mm. width. The fluid
is yellow and clear throughout.
Groups A and B develop the same flakes,
only much more slowly, that is, in a period
of from 3 to 8 weeks. Control Group B,
kept in the laboratory room, shows no
flakes of any kind, nor does Control Group
C. Control Group A, on the other hand,

ordinary water in the orgone accumulator,
also shows flakes, but only in the course of
severa! months, and not as dense or wellformed as the experimental Groups A, B
and C.
Microscopic examination of the flakes
always showed the same two basic types:
Smooth, plasmatic, but well-defined forros
in which there are found dispersed, more
or less densely, dark granules and occasionally blue PA bions; or strongly bionous
heaps of orgone energy vesicles with a
strong blue glimmer and margin (cf.
microphotographs on following pages).
The preparations, kept under sterile conditions, showed an increase in flakes after
a few days, but a much greater increase
after 2 to 3 weeks. Microscopic examination shows that the flakes grow individually through addition of substance and
also that they increase by division. The
threadlike, winding and serpentine light
flakes change in the course of the weeks
more or less into strongly radiating
bionous heaps.
Culture experiment: In order to observe
the growth and increase still more clearly,
the flakes can be put into clear, sterile bion
water. After r to 2 weeks, there is definite
culture formation. The flakes become
denser. Observation to date shows that the
OP of the culture fluid remains at about
the same levei or even increases.
Observing the preparations microscopically at regular intervals, say once a week,
over several months, one sees very gradual
biophysical changes take place in the flakes.
In many of them spherical bions of about
2 to 3 1.1 diameter, with a margin and
strong blue glimmer, develop; these
gradually become elongated and finally
assume the chape of a bean:
CZN

These "bean forms" develop under favorable conditions, i.e., if there is no premature
T-degeneration present in the preparations,
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putrefaction, disintegrating into T-bodies.
In strongly degenerated preparations, protozoa develop only poorly, compared with
sterile preparations. By repeated freezing,
degenerated preparations can again and
again be made free of T-bacilli and rot
bacteria. This process seems to facilitate
the organization of moving protozoa.
S. Dried flakes burn in the flame, turning into a black, coal-like substance; i.e.,
they act like living protoplasm or nonC. OBSERVATIONS AND TESTS CONCERNING THE
living organic carbon compounds. Even
BIOLOGICAL NATURE OF THE ORCONE FLAKES
when, without burning them, one merely
I . The thawedout, fiake-containing lets them dry out, the same hlack coal-like
preparation XX represents an unresolvable substance develops, probahly through
colloid: Evaporation of clear, yellow bion oxidation; it burns in the flame.
6. Sugar content: Bion water with a
water results in a yellow, smooth, opaque
residue on the bottom of the container. high orgonotic potency has a sweet taste.
When scraped off, it forms a powder con- Burning of the flakes results in an odor
sisting of small yellow or brownish crystals like that of caramel. (An exact biochemical
which we termed "orgontin." These crys- analysis is yet to be done).
7. All vessels which have been in contact
tals cannot be dissolved again, either in
with
bion water or bion earth for a conordinary water or in water with a high
orgone content. They merely swell up and siderable period of time have a fatty feel.
8. To weakening procedures, such as
appear exactly like the flakes which one
obtains by thawing out of frozen bion autoclavation, the bion water reacts as a
water. They, too, show the manifestations living organism would react, that is, with
of growth, of multiplication and of pro- a decrease of OP, which increases again
tozoa formation.
only gradually.
2. Microscopic observation of organiza9. Contractility of Me free orgone in the
tion: The flakes grow, both in length and bion water. The appearance of a conin width; bion heaps become larger centrated yellow spot in the center of the
through organization of further bions from clear ice admits of only one plausible exthe fluid. Small flakes become larger, while planation : The free orgone energy in Me
smaller flakes sprout from the large ones. freezing water acts exactly like Me orgone
Often, the bions arrange themselves in
energy in a freezing organism; contracting,
groups. The larger the flakes become the
it retracts from where the freezing takes
darker they turn, until they are brown or
place. Free orgone energy, then, has the
almost black.
ability
to contract; in the process of contrac3. Orgonotic attraction and sterilizing
tion,
matter
develops, apparently through
efiect: The orgone flakes act like any other
strongly bionous matter examined thus condensation. This process requires intenfar. Brought together with rot baéteria, sive study.
Io. The orgone flakes develop more
they kill or at least paralyze the latter; this
rapidly
into protozoa when one adds Teffect takes place at a distante.
bacilli
to
the preparation. Then, one can
4. T-degeneration and putrefaction: Like
any other organic or living substance, the observe the development of plasmatic
orgone flakes degenerate in the form of spindle forms with a coarse structure, re-

into contractile protozoa which move
rapidly in a jerky manner. The plasma of
most of these protozoa has a granular or
striated structure; in others it is smooth,
without structure. One can obtain pure
cultures of these protozoa by inoculating
from the fluid abone the flakes, without
stirring up the flakes themselves. They increase from culture to culture without difficulty.
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sembling the Ca III formations (cf. This
Journal 2, 1943, 8o).
Stages of development of protozoa in
sterile bion water free of particles. Summary:
a) After the thawing of bion water
there appear granulated plasmatic flakes
of a typically organic form.
b) Many of the single granulae expand
into spherical orgone energy vesicles with
a strong blue glimmer. Most of these
groups of bions conglomerate into larger
forms.
c) The spherical bions, in the course of
days or weeks, develop into bean-shaped,
as yet immohile forms.
d) These bean-shaped forms become
mobile in two ways: At a magnification of
3-500ox the contens of the energy vesicles
shows fine movements of expansion and
contraction; the forms stretch out more and
more, the membranes becoming softer, and
they begin to move from place to place.
Those forms which have become strongly
elongated develop serpentine or corkscrew-like movements. The following
drawings are from life at a magnification
of about 24ox, and of apparent size:

freezing. This is further confirmation of
the statement made under (r).
3. Since sea water is extremely rich in
orgone, the fact is understandable that it,
also, results in flakes and protazoal growth
after filtration and autoclavation. However, there is a riddle here: sea water taken
at Jones Beach, on the Adantic shore af
Long Island, N. Y., shows, about 1 hour
after being taken, an OP of only 8 to Ia.
Earth bion water of such low OP results
in no or only poar bion growth; it remains
to be explained, therefore, why in sea
water the low OP makes na difference.
The phenomenon is important; bus we
cannot understand everything at one time.
4. Water from autoclaved grass also results in flakes after freezing; they multiply
and grow.
Biological effects:
Injection of bion water of high orgonotic
potency unto living organisms, plants as
well as animais, results in vigorous vagotonic reactions. The life-furthering effect
of this preparation is established as a fact.
Detailed reports on these experiments will
follow.
III. DEMONSTRATION OF ORGONOTIC
PULSATION IN THE REALM OF THE NONLIVING.

e) H one inoculates protozoa-containing
bion water fluid into sterile bion water,
the protozoa increase in the same way and
can be reinoculated again and again. These
protozoa 1 termed orgonomia.
Some control experiments:
r. Freezing of ordinary, non-sterile
spring water or of distilled water produces
neither flakes nor protozoa. The organization of plasmatic matter, therefore, is to be
ascribed only to the high orgone contens
as determined by the fluorophotometer.
2. If crie distils bion water of about 40 to
sa OP, one finds some flakes immediately
after cooling, and numerous flakes after

The following observations and experiments were undertaken in arder to demolastrate the specifically biological orgone
energy also in the purely physical realrn.
This undertaking was successful which
takes the ground froco under any mystical
concept of the specific bioIogical energy.
The relevant observations and experiments
are very simple and easily carried out.
A. THE OSCILLATIONS OF A PENDULLIM IN THE
PULSATING ORGONE ENERGY FIELD OF
A METAL SPHERE

Experiment: A metal sphere (iron ar
steel) of about 4 to 6 cm. diameter is placed
on a solid table, with ar without concrete

DEMONSTRATION OF PHYSICAL ORGONE ENERGY
floor. At a distance of about o.5 cm. from
the equator of this sphere, a much smaller
sphere (about i cm. diameter) is suspended
freely as a pendulum. For certain definite
reasons, the length of the pendulum thread
is made 16 cm. The best results, according
to my experiente, are obtained if one
makes the pendulum sphere of a mixture
of earth and iron filings (i.e., organic plus
metallic material) by mixing the two substances in water and putting them into a
sphere of extremely thin glass. The whole
apparatus is then covered with a transparent cellulose cover which protects it
against air currents.
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tude if the organism of the observer has a
strong and wide orgone energy field. The
oscillations continue all the time, no matter
where the apparatus is placed. They vary
only according to the laws of the pendulum, the number of oscillations per unit of
time varying with the length of the pendulum and with the altitude.
Conclusion: This experiment demonstrates the existe= of a pulsating orgone
energy field around an ordinary iron sphere
which makes a freely suspended pendulum
oscillate. The natural orgone energy field
in the retal,: of Me non-living pulsares.
13. THE PULSATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC
ORGONE

Experiment and observation: A telescope
(E. Vion, Paris, France) with an aperture
of 31/2 inches and 4 foot length, with a
magnification of 185x, was placed on the
shore of the lake so that the opposite shore,
at a distance of from 4 to 8 miles, could be
observed. The observations were made at
my cabin on Lake Mooselookmeguntic,
Maine, during 2 months in the summer of
1944 and 4 weeks during the summer of
1945, daily from morning until evening, at
about half-hourly intervals. The important
observation is the following: With the
telescope trained toward the South, one
observes against the background of the
opposite shore, even at a magnification of
6ox, a wave-like pulsating movement
which—save certain exceptions—is always
Demonstration of orgonotic pulsation in
from West to East. This West-East movethe atmosphere
ment is constara no matter whether the
M = metal sphere
lake is smooth or rough, no matter whether
P pendulum
the wind is from the West or from the
MO = metal
organic matter
= direction of oscillation
South, no matter whether it is strong or
weak. The farther toward the West or the
Observation: In dry, sunny weather, the East one trains the telescope, the less obpendulum sphere oscillates spontaneously servable does the movement become, to
toward Me center of Me metal sphere. disappear completely if one looks directly
When the relative humidity exceeds about toward the West or the East. The speed of
70%, or in rainy weather, the pendulum the wave-like movement varies at different
movements decrease or disappear alto- times. It is independent of the air temperagcther. The movements increase in ampli- ture. The "something" in the atmosphere
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rnust, of course, be moving faster than the already been possible to confirm the exearth, or else the movement could not be istence of a pulsation in the atmosphere
seen. Always before the formation of a by way of the oscillograph. The presentaheavy thunderstorm in the West, the direc- tion of these findings will have te be posttion of the wave-like movement became poned for some time.
reversed, or at least ceased. I have neves
IV. DEMONSTRATION OF ORGONOTIC
seen it move from South to North or from
LITMINATION
AT THE ORGONE ENERGY
North to South.
FLELD
METER.
This telescopic observation is supported
by an observation one can make with the
Apparatus: The different pule of the
naked eye at times of complete calm and secondary coil of an induction apparatus
smooth lake: Above the mirrar of the lake, (an old diathermy apparatus will do) is
one sees a pulsation of an infinite number connected by an electric wire with an iron
of small sections, while "the whole" moves, plate of i x 2 feet which rests on a wood
in a pulsatory manner, and more ar less plate the same size (cf. diagram, p. re).
rapidly, from West to East.
About 6 to 12 inches above this plate, anThese observations, which—with some other metal plate of the same size is
patience and practice—are very easy to mounted in such a manner that it can be
make, are in accordance with the finding moved up and down. The upper side of
of a pulsating orgone energy field around this plate is insulated with a plate of plastic
a metal sphere as well as with the orgone- material (or celotex) of about IA inch
biophysical basic concept of the pulsatory thickness. The lower and the upper iron
basic function a/ the orgone energy. More plate are connected by a wire connected
than that, the rotation and pulsation of the with a simple cylindrical bulb of about 4o
a tmospheric orgone from West to East is in watts. The primary current of the inducabsolute agreement with certain astro- tion apparatus is turned up just to the point
nomic observations known for a long time. where the bulb begins to glow. (How this
The astronomic significance of these ob- is to be achieved depends, of course, on the
servations will be discussed extensively else- individual induction apparatus).
where. The preliminary conclusion is the
Observadoras: j. If one holds a fluoresfollowing: The earth is surrounded not cent tube in one's hand and brings it dose
only by an air atmosphere of a definite to the upper plate, the tube luminates, at a
chernical composition, but also by an en- distance from the plate depending on the
velope consisting of orgone energy. This strength of the primary current. If we put
ORCONE ENVELOPE rotates from West to
the tube on the upper plate and remove
East, faster than the earth. The connection our hand, the light goes out. As soon as we
between the reversal of this direction and bring our hand dose to the tube, the
local weather formation awaits further lumination reappears and becomes more
study in detail. The rotating orgone enve- intense when we touch the tube. The lurnilope has nothing to do with waves of vapor nation is most intense between the two
or with air movement, for it is independent metal places and decreases steadily with the
of these processes.
distance from the apparatus. It is interWhat has been said here is to be regarded mittent, not steady. In this manner, we can
as a preliminary communication. When determine the exact extent of the energy
social and financial conditions permit, field of the orgone energy field meter.
these findings will have to be checked and
2. lf we bring our hands gradually closer
expanded by intensive studies in various to the upper plate from above, the conplaces. I may add here, however, that it has nected tube (B) luminates more strongly,

c

pele; d = different pole
O = organic material
M = metallic material
OF = luminating orgone field

5 = centimeter scale
B = wolfram bulb (40-60 W.)
E = electric eye
G = galvanometer
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and even more strongly when we put our
hands on the plate (to avoid an electric
shock, there must be no nails or other
metallic connections with the metal plate).
The more of our body surface we bring
dose to the upper plate, the stronger is the
lumination. With careful adjustment of
the primary current, it is possible to perceive the pulsation of the heart in the form
of slight oscillations of the lumination.
3. A static electroscope gives no deflection if we bring our hand dose to its plate.
If, however, we place the electroscope into
the energy field of the apparatus, on the
upper plate, then we find a deflection if we
bring our palm dose to the electroscope
plate (without, of course, touching it).
4. A freshly cut branch with many
'caves, or a freshly killed fish produce
lumination of the bulb if put on the upper
plate. However, the lumination becomes
steadily weaker and cannot be achieved at
all after the fish has been dead for some
time.
5. If we bring a dry piece of wood,
which is long enough so that our own
orgone energy field does not come into contact with the energy field of the apparatus,
dose to the upper plate, there is no lumination. If, however, we bring a metal plate
dose, parallel to the upper plate, there is
lumination of the bulb.
6. In the field of an Xray machine of 6o
to 8o kilovolt, we cannot produce lumination of a fluorescent tube.
Conclusions:
i. The secondary coil of an induction
apparatus—in contradistinction to ordinary
electric high voltage—produces an orgone
energy field which can be demonstrated by
the lumination of a fluorescent gas (helium,
argon, neon) without the necessity of direct
contact by a wire.
2. Orgonotic lumination is the result of
the contact between two orgone energy
fields.

3. The lumination effect is obtained only
through the contact of an orgone energy
field with the energy field of a living
organism, but not through contact with
non-living organic material. That is, the
living organism differs from the non-living
organism in that it possesses an orgone
energy field.
4. The addition of a sensitive electric
eye (E) near the bulb transforms the
lumination energy into electrical energy
and makes it possible to measure it in
electrical units by means of a galvanometer
(G). In this manner, the orgone field
meter can be used to determine the intensity and the extent of the orgone energy
field of a living organism.
V. DEMONSTRATION OF ORGONOTIC ATTRACTION IN THE ENERGY FIELD OF THE
ORGONE ACCUMULATOR.

Experiment: We bring a good magnetic
needle dose to an orgone accumulator of
cubic foot, in the following manner: a)
dose to the center of the 4 upper edges; b)
dose to the center of the lower edges.
Result: The magnetic north pole regularly turns toward the center of the upper
edges, the magnetic south pele toward the
center of the lower edges.
Conclusion: The reaction of the energy
field of an orgone accumulator is of an
orgonotic and not of a magnetic nature.
Proof: t. magnetic attraction is confined
to the ends of the iron; the middle is not
magnetic.
2. The poles of magnetic attraction
(south and north) are not interchangeable,
except if one remagnetizes a weaker
magnet with a stronger one. If the attraction effect of the orgone accumulator were
of an iron-magnetic nature, the magnetic
needle would turn toward the center of the
edges always in the same way, no matter
how we turn the accumulator. This, however, is not the case. Whichever edges we
make the upper, lower or side edges, the
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magnetic =die always rcacts as deseribed,
that is, it turns with its north pote toward
the center of the upper edges and with ás
south pole toward the center of the lower
edges. The attraction effect of the orgone
accumulator, then, is not due to definite
parts of the material and can, therefore,
not be of a magnetic nature. Obviously,
the reaction depends on the position of the
orgone accumulator in the field of the
orgonotic atmosphere of the earth. It follows, under consideration of all experimental and theoretical facts, that the
energy field of the earth alui is not of a
magnetic but of an orgonotic nature and
has a definite relationship to the magnetic
north and south pote of the earth.
It is likely that magnetism as such will
be shown to be a function of the cosmic
orgone energy. Many scientists doubt the
magnetic nature of so-called "earth magnetism."
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depth; this orgone envelope rotates more
rapidly than the earth itself but in the
same direction of West to East. The reversal of the direction of this movement to
one from East to West has a relationship
to raio formation, at least in the region in
which these observations were
3. Like the atmosphere, humus contains
orgone energy. Humos itself consists of
bionous matter. By increasing the bionous
disintegration in water, one obtains an increase also of the orgonotic potency of the
water, from a normal value of about 3 to
4 OP up to 25 to 70 OP, cornpared with
the OP
of distilled water.
4. Orgone energy in high concentration,
above about 25 OP, colors water yellow.
5. Orgone energy which at room temperature is equally divided throughout the
fluid, contracts under the influente of cold,
forming a brownish-yellow core in the ice.
6. Protoplasmatic matter can develop
from concentrated free orgone, that is,
VI. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING
orgone which is not bound to any particles;
ORGONE ENERGY WHICH IS NOT BOUND TO
from the plasmatic bionous matter, proFORM.ED MATTER.
tozoa develop.
We shall now summarize those basic
7. The process mentioned under (6) apcharacteristics of the orgone energy which parently is of a general nature and sigare so ckarly expressed in our Experiment nificance: it points to a natural process acXX and other manifestations and which cording to which matter developed from
confu-m orgone-physical observations made orgone energy, an energy which has to be
many years ago in still very primitive bion considered the primordial cosmic energy
preparations, in the development of cancer in general.
cens and in the atmospheric orgone.
8. To judge from Experiment XX, the
t. Pulsation, that is, alternating expan- living plasm on our planet developed
sion and contraction, is a basic charac- More the formation of coal substance and
teristic of the orgone energy. In the realm carbohydrates. Coal is a secondary product
of the living, it functions specifically as of past life. It follows that the biochemical
"biological energy." The pulsation can be molecutes were not, as is generally asdemonstratcd by a pendulum in the energy sumed, present before the development of
field of a metal sphere; further, visually, plasmatic substance; rather, the biochemon the smooth surface of a lake; in all ical molecule developed in the process of
kinds of living matter, in the total or- plasmatic organization as one of its meganism as well as in every individual organ. chanical constituents.
2. The earth (like probably all planets
9. Orgone energy has the characteristic
and fixed stars) is surrounded by a rotat- of lurninating when two orgone energy
ing orgone envelope of yet undetermined fields make contact. This is what the prin-
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tiple of the orgone energy field meter is
based upon.
Io. The basic characteristics of the cosmic orgone which have thus far been discovered are, then, pulsation, lumination,
condensation into matter, irritability, and

heat formation; all these are qualities
which specifically characterize the basic
process of living matter.
Orgonon, Maine, U.S.A.
]une, 1945.
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